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Abstract

The transition between Sinoatrial cells and Atrial cells in the Heart is not fully
understood. This paper focus in cell-to-cell mathematical models involving typical
Sinoatrial cells and Atrial cells connected with experimentally observed conductance
values exclusively. We are interested mainly in the geometry of the microstructure of
the conduction paths in the Sinoatrial Node. We show with some models that
appropriate source-sink relationships between Atrial and Sinoatrial cells may occur
according to certain geometric arrangements.

Author Summary

In [13] Inada et al. modeled the inter-phase in a series of 200 cells, the first 50 SA,
where there is a gradient in the conductance of the Ionic currents inside the cells and
also a gradient in the the membrane capacitance of SA Kurata et al. cell model (see
references within [13]). In that model there is also a gradient in the conductance
between SA cells varying from gSA= 20 nS to 3999.8 nS, this last value, as the authors
mention, is not actually observed experimentally. For the Atrial cells they used the
model of Lindblad et al. [16] with conductance between atrial cells gA = 4000 nS
(neither observed experimentally). In that series model the inter-phase between A and
SA cells is attained by one SA cell (the 50th cell in a line) connected to three branches
of 50 A cells each. The inter-phase is achieved connecting the 50th SA cell with the 49th
SA cell throughout gSA = 3999.8 nS, and connecting the 50th SA cell with three A cells
with gSA−A = 4000 nS. The conductance between A cells is kept constant gA = 4000
nS. This kind of manipulation of parameters existing in the literature over the years is
not allowed in our study. In the present paper gSA takes values between .6 nS and 20
nS [30]. Is worth to remark that in our simulations conduction occurs with gSA−A as
low as .6 nS. With this parameter values we obtain appropriate source-sink relationships
between Atrial and Sinoatrial cells through certain geometric arrangements.

Introduction

It has been observed in different species that going from the center of the sinoatrial
node (SAN) in the heart toward the atrium, there is a transitional zone of cells having
morphological and electrophysiological properties in-between to that of typical sinoatrial
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(SA) and atrial (A) cells [18]. The transitional cells have an aspect intermediate
between that of typical nodal cells and that of the common atrial cells. Typical nodal
cells have poor development of the contractile system and is assumed in general that
they do not contract, moreover the existence of connexin43 is undetectable in the SA
node center (see [4] and references therein), but posses automaticity in firing its action
potential. On the contrary, atrial cells do contract themselves, but they require of an
stimulus in order to contract, and they contain mainly connexin-43. This characteristics
are included in the cells models used in this paper. A whole range of intermediate cells
have been reported, but more important to the models in this paper, cells with one end
connected to SA cells and the other end with A cells have been found [18]. The basic
structure conforming the cytoarchitecture of this groups of cells consists of
interdigitations of nodal and atrial bundles forming histological connections between
nodal and atrial myocytes at regular distances [20].

In [32] the authors, introduce a model of strands of atrial cells penetrating the SA
node observed in the Pig. The model was constructed with 101 × 101 atrial and SA
cells modeled with Oxsoft HEART V4.5. The lattice so constructed has a center of SA
cells forming a circle of 30 cells of radius with twelve atrial interdigitations positioned at
30 deg intervals, where interdigitations are defined as sets of atrial cells at least ten cells
distant from the node centre, and which are subtended by an angle of 15 deg. In that
paper SA to SA conductance is gSA= 10 nS and the A to A conductance gA, varies
from 10 nS to 250 nS.

With respect to the action potential model’s shapes, years ago, Joyner and van
Capelle [15] noticed that the presence of electrical coupling among cells create
transitional action potential shapes in cells near the border zone between two distinct
different cell types and that the electrotonic influences make it very difficult to prove
that cells in a particular region are truly transitional in terms of their intrinsic
membrane properties. Accordingly with this, in our models, action potential shapes
behave in some kind of transitional manner which may provide some coincidence with
the behavior of transitional cells observed in vivo. We achieve this “transitional cells”
through the cytoarchitecture in the model keeping the conductance as mentioned above,
i.e., without any gradient between cells.

More recently in [6], Csepe et al. study the functional-structural connection between
the SAN and the atria. Their studies suggest that the microstructure of the connection
paths between A and SA cells plays a crucial role in human SAN conduction and
contributes to normal SAN pacemaking. Our paper may be consider as a local approach
to the complexity of the specialized branching myofiber tracts comprising the SA
connection paths described by Csepe et al.

Materials and Methods

In this paper we use the Lugo et al. (LC), [17] (Human) model which is a refinement of
Nygren et al. (N), [19] (Human) model and, basically, modifies the dynamics of the
RyR2 and CA++ release of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) in order to model the
effect of SR release refractoriness in appearance of electromechanical alternants. The N
model reconstructs action potential data that are representative of recordings from
human cells. In the N model the sustained outward K+ current determines the duration
of the AP. On the other hand, the AP shape during the peak and plateau phases is
determined primary by transient outward K+ current, Isus, and L-type Ca2 current.

For SA cells, in our net models, we use the Severi et al. model (S), [25] (Rabbit).
This model based on up-to-date experimental data, generate Action Potential (AP)
waveforms typical of rabbit SAN cells whose parameters fall within experimental ranges:
352 ms cycle length, 89 mV AP amplitude, -58 mV maximum diastolic potential, 108
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ms Action Potential Duration at its half amplitude (APD50), and 7.1 V/s maximum
upstroke velocity; and, more interesting, describes satisfactorily experimental data
concerning autonomic stimulation, funny-channel blockade and inhibition of the
Ca2+-related system by BAPTA.

The equations used in this paper are of the form

dV

dt
= I(V ) + (g1M1 + g2M2 + g3M3 + g4M4)V (1)

V |t=0 = V0,

where the transposed vector V t = (VA1, . . . , VAn, VSA1, . . . , VSAm) corresponds to the
Voltage of the A (A1 to An) and SA (SA1 to SAm) cells, with n,m values varying in
different models, I(V )t = (I(VA1), . . . , I(VSAm)), is a vector representing the currents of
A and SA cells, M1 is a connection matrix between A cells, M2 is a connection matrix
between A and SA cells, M3 gives the connections between SA and A cells, and M4 is
the connection matrix between SA cells; the constants g1 = gA−A/CmA,
g2 = gA−SA/CmA, g3 = gSA−A/CmSA, g4 = gSA−SA. Here CmSA =.000032 µF;
CmA =.00005 µF, and gSA−A, gA−SA, gA−A are the conductance values between
corresponding cells which values are specified in each model. The vector V |t=0 = V0, i.
e. V at time t = 0, takes values which vary randomly with normal distributions,
accordingly: for Atrial cells, mean -74.2525 mV, and for SA cells, mean -58mV, with
standard variation .1 mV in both cells types. In tree models we keep gSA−A = gA−SA ≈
.6 nS, with the precise value given in the corresponding model. We explore in section
Series models analysis the possibility of gSA−A 6= gA−SA, which can not be excluded a
priori due to the possibility of existence of different kind of connexin types in the
cell-to-cell connections through the transitional zone.

We assume in our models that SA cells are synchronized in phase, as theoretically
predicted in the well known paper of Torre [28]. In fact, for the S model, varying
randomly V0 in each simulation (up to 20 simulations), we obtained synchronization in
phase of up to 100 SA cells, even before the first cycle ended with conductance gSA−SA

as low as .6 nS. For the numerical simulations of the synchronization of SA cells we
considered different geometric arrangements: in series, forming an anullus, and even
with a random matrix of connections (which is histologicaly improbable). To model
connections between 100 SA cells we take in equation (1) M1 = M2 = M3 = 0100×100

where 0100×100 is the zero matrix of size 100×100, and g4 =.6nS/CmSA.

Results

We found that there exist a correspondence between supercritical Andronov-Hopf
bifurcation parameters and the geometric structure of the transitional zone in the SAN,
structure which coincides, at least locally, with interdigitating bundles formed by A and
SA cells. These interdigitations were observed and studied in papers such as [6]. The
correspondence that we found has been unnoticed in a large number of papers, leading
to erroneous simulations of certain biological observations.

Cell-to-cell modeling

The cell-to-cell approach requires: a) individual cell dynamics, modeled by
Hodgking-Huxley type equations. In this paper for SA node cells, we use the model of
Severi et al. [25], described in section Atrial and Sinoatrial cell models, and Lugo et al.
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model [17] for atrial cells; b) SA cytoarchitecture, in this paper we assume that the SA
cells ran parallel and meet mostly end to end [26], and that each cell is connected via
intercalated disks with approximately 9.1±2.2 other cells [12]. A model of idealized
two-dimensional arranges of cells using a similar structure can be found in [27]; c) In
order to implement the solvers an approximate number of cells in SA node is required.
This number may be estimated to be in the order of millions. In the present study our
approach to the transitional zone is local and the number of cells considered, varies
between 30 and 78, which is enough to approximate some source-sink relations between
A and SA cells in this specific part of the SAN.

Concerning to the cytoarchitecture of SA node is important not only the number of
cells to which each cell is connected (already cited) but the geometric distribution of
each connection. Here we should to remark that due to the use of connections matrices
for the models of this paper, the inherent three dimensionality of the cytoarchitecture
(see [6] where the necessity of the 3D approach in order to understand the human SA
node structure is amply discussed) does not require an special treatment as is the case
for PDE, in which a tensor is required to describe the complex geometry distribution of
cells in the heart [9], [10], [11], [23].

In some models we keep gSA−A = gA−SA ≈ .6 nS, with the precise value given in the
corresponding model. We explore in the section Series models analysis the possibility of
gSA−A 6= gA−SA existing in series models, possibility which can not be excluded a priori
due to the probable of existence of different kind of connexin types in the cell-to-cell
connections through the transitional zone.

Atrial and Sinoatrial cell models

There are many Atrial cell models in the literature, among them: Courtemanche et al.
(CRN), [5] (Human); (RNC), [24] (Canine); Nygren et al. (N), [19] (Human); Lindblad
et al. (L), [16] (Rabbit), and a more recent model of Lugo et al. (LC), [17] (Human). A
comparison between the models CRN, RNC, and N can be found in [7]. In this paper
we use the LC model which is a refinement of N model and, basically, modifies the
dynamics of the RyR2 and CA++ release of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) in order
to model the effect of SR release refractoriness in appearance of electromechanical
alternants. The N model reconstructs action potential data that are representative of
recordings from human cells. In this model the sustained outward K+ current
determines the duration of the AP. On the other hand, the AP shape during the peak
and plateau phases is determined primary by transient outward K+ current, Isus, and
L-type Ca2 current.

For SA cells, in our net models, we use the Severi et al. model (S), [25] (Rabbit).
This model based on up-to-date experimental data, generate Action Potential (AP)
waveforms typical of rabbit SAN cells whose parameters fall within experimental ranges:
352 ms cycle length, 89 mV AP amplitude, -58 mV maximum diastolic potential, 108
ms Action Potential Duration at its half amplitude (APD50), and 7.1 V/s maximum
upstroke velocity; and, more interesting, describes satisfactorily experimental data
concerning autonomic stimulation, funny-channel blockade and inhibition of the
Ca2+-related system by BAPTA.

Series models

In [13] the authors modeled the inter-phase in a series of 200 cells, the first 50 SA,
where there is a gradient in the conductance of the Ionic currents inside the cells and
also a gradient in the the membrane capacitance of SA Kurata et al. cell model (see
references within [13]). In that model there is also a gradient in the conductance
between SA cells varying from gSA= 20 nS to 3999.8 nS, this last value, as the authors
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mention, exceed by far experimental values. In [13] Atrial cells are modeled with
Lindblad et al. [16] with gA = 4000 nS (neither observed experimentally). In that 1D
model the inter-phase is attained by one SA cell (the 50th cell in a line) connected to
three branches of 50 A cells each. In that model the inter-phase is achieved connecting
the 50th SA cell with the 49th SA cell throughout gSA = 3999.8 nS, and connecting the
50th SA cell with three A cells with gSA−A = 4000 nS. The conductance between A
cells is kept constant gA = 4000 nS.

In [21] Oren and Clancy, study a series model (among others models) of 60 cells. In
this model a gradient in coupling, shifts the site of pace maker initiation towards the
periphery of SA node, a result which, as the authors mention, is not consistent with
experimental observations.

As we mention in section Materials and Methods SA cells are synchronized in phase,
as theoretically predicted in the well known paper of Torre [28], and as we obtained
accordingly, synchronization in phase of S model. Hence, in a series model (see Fig.
1)the transition zone of the SAN can be modeled locally with just one SA cell using the
S model for SA cells. We are interested in modeling without introducing coupling
parameters not observed experimentally, so we keep in our simulations, SA coupling
values between .6 and 25 nS [30] (Rabbit).

Fig 1. Series arrangement of cells.

For this model equation (1) becomes simply

dV

dt
= I(V ) + (g1M1 + g3M3)V (2)

V |t=0 = V0,

where M1 is a tridiagonal matrix with main diagonal (−2,−2, . . . ,−2) and sub and
super diagonals (1, . . . , 1); and M3 is the matrix with first row (−1, 0, . . . , 0, 1), last row
(1, 0, . . . , 0,−1), and an zero matrix in between this two rows.

Series models analysis

Using the N model, conduction occurs if, for instance gA−SA = gSA−A = 6 nS. We
observe nevertheless, that conduction occurs if gA−SA 6= gSA−A, for instance, if gA−SA

is 10 fold gSA−A = 6 nS. Curiously, the A cells AP profile behave as SA cells AP profile
if gA−SA = 100gA−SA = 100× .006 nS.

We call selective diffusion to the phenomenon occurring in simulations in which
conduction is achieved if gA−SA 6= gSA−A. The question here is if this kind of selective
diffusion may actually occur in real cells, to the best of our knowledge this is an open
question to date, the mechanisms of coupling mechanisms remain poorly understood.
Recent studies [2] indicate that connexins as Cx43 may exert different functions besides
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gap junctions formation, including non-cannonical functions in the function of sodium
channel. So to-date the possibility of selective diffusion can not be excluded a priori.

Another form in which conduction fails occurs when some of the cells do not reach
threshold for instance in a model with .4gA−SA = .1gSA−A.

A more interesting model is obtained if we abandon the one dimensional restriction
of the series, for instance, when six or seven SA cells are attached to a series of A cells
as shown in Fig 2. This models contradict the claim of Inada et al. [13] that suggest
that a gradient in both electrical coupling and cell type is necessary for the SAN to
drive the atrial muscle. The left hand side plot in Fig 2 shows one of seven SA cells (the
first) connected in a series with atrial cells, with same conductance gSAA = gAA =6nS.
Note nevertheless, that the action potential of the first four atrial cells show a transitory
cell profile, this cells are typical A cells without any gradient, so that conduction is
possible. This phenomenon may explain why in vivo there appear AP of transitional
cells similar to the AP of atrial cells.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
−80

−60

−40

−20

0

20

40

K: 6.000000e−003

Fig 2. A series model in which conduction occurs. In the left panel V vs. t is
plotted. The right panel shows the cells display as a series, in this plot only the first cell
corresponds to an SA cell. The K value corresponds to the capacitance gSA−A.

Conduction is not achieved

In the next section we will study models beyond series arrangements. As an
introduction, we mention that if a series is divided in order to branch, then seven SA
cells are not enough to propagate the AP. Accordingly, we constructed two models in
which propagation fails. In the first model an A cell is connected to seven SA cell and
to two A cells which in turn are connected to two disconnected series, to illustrate this,
in Fig. 3,A1 is connected to A2 and to A25; A2 is connected to a series from A3 to A24;
and A25, in turn, is connected to a series from A26 to A50.

The way in which conduction fails is shown in figure 4.In the second model in which
conduction fails A1 is connected to seven SA cells and to A2 cell, then A2 branches into
two disconnected series. The important issue here is that conduction occurs if we
abandon the series model.

In fact, in figure 5 the same bifurcate series conducts AP as long as 4 SA cells are
connected to each A2 and A25 cells.

The scheme of the conducting bifurcating series is shown in figure 6. Note that we
only plot one SA cell, the series A2 to A14, and cells A23, A24. In the left panel only
one SA cell appears, the series A2 to A14, and cells A23 , A24. Observe that the
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Fig 3. Two disconnected series in which conduction does not occur.
Schematic figure in which two series of A cells are connected to an A cell connected in
turn with 7 SA cells. In this model conduction fails.
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K: 6.000000e−003

Fig 4. Series model in which conduction fails.

representation in Fig. 6 is schematic: the contact between A cells occur in vivo through
discs in the extreme of cells (Atrial cells are mostly cylindrical in shape), or side to side.

Tree Net Models

We call a Tree Net a model in which each cell is connected with two or three other cells
forming branches. In Tree net models the number of cell connected spreads rapidly. For
instance in the tree model in which each cell is connected with three other cells, after
twenty steams we would have (321-1)/2 = 5.2e+9 cells connected and activated by one
single SA cell, a number much larger than the entire number of cells in the entire heart
(the number of cells in a healthy human heart is about 2 billion (2e+9), [1]). Therefore,
the Tree Net Model is somehow an unrealistic model for the bundle formed by SA node
and Atrial cells, nevertheless, as a first approximation, it will provide some interesting
information. We clarify this point, in order that an small SA node paces the heart it
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Fig 5. A bifurcated series which conducts AP. With cells connected as in Fig. 6
conduction occurs with gSA−A = gSA−SA.

Fig 6. Two disconnected series in which conduction does occur.

should be expected that A cells do ramify, but not at every cell with disconnected
branches, the manner in which Atrial cells do ramify is, to the best of our knowledge,
unknown, but certainly ramifications do no occur at each cell. Nevertheless in modeling
the transition between SA and A cell we found that each ramification requires a
minimum number of SA cells in order to drive a tree of A cells if we want to keep gSAA

within experimental values and even, if we want to keep this parameter value constant.
In Fig. 7 a tree with bifurcating branches in each node of atrial cells is represented. In
the figure, to illustrate a ramification we represented it schematically with two lines
departing from the same point.

In Fig. 8, a tree like that in Fig. 7 i. e. with ramifications in each node is paced if
A1 is connected with seven SA cells and cells A2, A3 are connected with another four
SA cells each. The point here is that this net illustrates the fact that bifurcation
parameters are non linear, so that when propagation of the AP is achieved the net
supports some number of new ramified nodes, regardless the extra load that each
ramification implies in the entire net.
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Fig 7. Tree with two-type ramifications.
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Fig 8. Conduction is achieved. If in a tree like that in Fig 7 is connected to 15 SA
cells properly distributed, conduction is achieved.

A comment is worth here, clearly seven cells connected with only one cell (as in
figure 6) is impossible in one dimensional series models and very difficult even in two
dimensional models given SA and A cells sizes, but this number of connections may
occur in three dimensional models without geometrical complications, as actually they
do happen. So our model is intrinsically a model in three dimensions. But more
importantly our model suggest that in order to obtain conduction with gSA−A = .5 nS
constant, the branch must be connected to a minimum number of SA cells which in our
model is 15 at the first branch in a tree. Actually we have to mention that is possible to
pace the net with 15 SA cells connected with A1 cell and this cell connected with a net
of A cells, but we obtain subthreshold behavior in A cells, even with gSA−A = 0.57 nS,
which clearly indicates that the geometry of the net is extremely relevant (see Fig. 9)for
conduction.

Finally, in numerical simulations we obtain that conduction is possible if we allow
gSA−A 6= gA−SA as in series models. In Fig. 10, gA−A = gSA−A = .6 nS, but
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Fig 9. Tree with two-ramifications and subthreshold A cells.

gA−SA = 14 nS. Notice that A2, A3 cells present two peaks which may be consider as
an anomalous behavior.
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Fig 10. Tree with gSA−A 6= gA−SA.

Mathematically, at least qualitatively, the behavior of the nets of this section can be
described by the existence of a supercritical Andronov-Hopf bifurcation [14], i. e., a
bifurcation of an equilibrium state (sink, due to the A cells) passing to a
small-amplitude limit attractor (like that in Fig. 9 due to the sources in SA cells), and
as the number of SA cells connected increases, the amplitude of the limit cycle increases
to become a full size limit cycle of each cell in the net (like those in figures 9 and figure
2.Remarkably the bifurcation parameters give also the structure of the tree in each
model, structure which coincides, at least locally, with interdigitations of A and SA cells.

Discussion

There are at least three models of the organization of the SAN . The gradient
model [33], [34], [3], the mosaic model [29], and some kind of conciliatory model between
the last two [8]. The mosaic model assumes the coexistence of A cells with SA cells
within the SAN, whereas the gradient model consider that within the SAN there are
only SA cells showing smooth transitional properties. Though immunoflourecence
labeling, Dobrzynsky et al. [8] noticed that in the center of the SAN there is not a
percentage of A cells as claimed in some papers by the mosaic model defenders [29], but
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that contrary to the gradient model, there is a mix of A cells and SA cells in the
periphery of the SAN. All this models may be summarized taking into account the
equation (1). The three models use gSA−A = gA−SA. For gradient model g1, to g4 are
matrices with coefficients depending on the position of each cell. For mosaic model g1,
to g4 are just constant numbers independent of the cells positions. Most of the actual
matrices used modeling mosaic and gradient models are quite simple, for instance in
Zhang et al. model [33], the cells are arranged like a chessboard, so that the connection
matrices are sum of tridiagonal matrices. One dimensional models (series models)
require only one tridiagonal matrix instead of sum of matrices as the model in [34]. In
many models the transition between SA center and atrial zone is achieved with only one
cell connected in one extreme with a SA cell, and in the other extreme connected to A
cells; for instance in Inada et al. model [13], one SA cell is connected with three series of
50 A cells each. Here is where this models are misleading. A series with three branches
is not only physiologically improbable, but mathematically wrong since it has only one
attractor: the polarized state of the atrial cells. To model appropriately the sink-source
dynamics of the periphery of the SAN mathematical models should include an stable
limit cycle. Authors in [13], for instance, obtain a limit cycle allowing non
experimentally observed conductances of the order of 4000 nS and introducing a
gradient in some parameters including conductance between cells.

In the literature some models of the transitional zone between SA and A cells
require non experimental conductance values in order to obtain propagation of the AP
generated in the SA node. On the contrary, in this paper we obtained models which do
not require artificial parameter values to achieve propagation. Our models mimic locally
the strand structure (interdigitations) observed and studied in classical papers as [32],
and in recent papers as [6].On the other hand, our models are compatible with mosaic
models but may allow the implementation of gradients in some variables as long as this
variables do no modify drastically observed conductance values. Mathematically, our
successfully conducting AP models may be explained by a supercritical Andronov-Hopf
bifurcation associated to a correct source-sink relationship in the transitional zone.
Remarkably, the bifurcation parameters of the Andronov-Hopf bifurcation give a
geometrical distribution between A and SA cells which is compatible with
interdigitating bundles structure of the transitional zone. Hence we conclude that in
modeling the cytoarchitecture of the transitional zone between SAN and Atrial zone is
essential for smooth propagation of AP to include geometrical arrangements,
accordingly with some bifurcation parameters of the dynamical systems theory.
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